Finding an Unregistered Security Using an ISSN Number
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Scenario: Find an investment grade private placement for US companies under rule
144A.
Solution: Utilize the Exempt Offerings database in the Intelligize platform to find a
specific document using an ISSN Number.
Let’s start by getting familiar with the Exempt Offerings application.
Intelligize Exempt Offerings
• Our Exempt Offerings database contains over 8,000 offering memos and
international prospectuses for unregistered offerings under Rule 144A and
Regulation S.
• We have extracted information from each of these documents, so that you can
search by company, security type, exemption used, and many other filters.
• All of our documents are fully text searchable.
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Step 1:
For our search, we will want to add search criteria in the search filters section. Start by
clicking on the blue arrow in the Incorporated In: search box and select United States
under Regions. Check the box at the top of the list to select all the states.
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Step 2:
Now go to the Exemption search box and check the box for Rule 144A and click OK.
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Step 3:
Go to the Credit Grade search box and choose Investment Grade. As outlined in purple
below, the search box now includes the search criteria for Incorporated In, Exemption
and Credit Grade. When you click the Search button, the list of results appears. You can
change the display settings located at the top of the results. Click the View button to see
the complete offering document.
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Step 4:
Clicking View on the first result will you are brought to the complete offering document
including the tear sheet. In the tear sheet, shown in the purple box, you see information
including the ISSN number.
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Alternate method:
If you have the ISSN already, you can search on the home page of Exempt Offerings for
the ISSN in that filter field. Enter the ISSN and click search. You will get the result for
your specific ISSN and can view the details of the offering.
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